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2009-07-21 - Committer Meeting

Time/Place

This meeting is a hybrid teleconference and IRC chat. Anyone is welcome to join...here's the info:

Time: 10 am Eastern Daylight Time US (GMT-4)
Phone:

Dial the US Number: 1-712-432-0080
Enter Access Code: 249588#

IRC:
Join the #duraspace chat room via Freenode Web IRC (enter a unique nick)
Or point your IRC client to #duraspace on irc.freenode.net

Agenda

FCREPO-496 update
RELS-INT status
Moving maven forward
Review of newly-submitted issues

Audio and Chat Log

Listen to the mp3 (52 min, ~12MB)

[10:11] <bbranan> http://fedora-commons.org/jira/browse/FCREPO-496
[10:11] <bbranan> Kai found another leak in commons-logging
[10:12] <grahamtriggs> commons-logging is listed on the web as a known issue - although I've not seen it in practice (can depend on exactly how you are 
using it)
[10:14] <bbranan> eddie: Updating away from Axis 1.x is a major activity
[10:14] <grahamtriggs> http://www.theserverside.com/tt/articles/article.tss?l=AxisAxis2andCXF
[10:17] <bbranan> Moving away from Axis 1.3 tracker item: https://fedora-commons.org/jira/browse/FCREPO-452
[10:18] <grahamtriggs> I'm not planning to do anything right now, although I may look at it if I have the free time
[10:21] <bbranan> Plan is to patch Axis 1.3 for now
[10:23] <bbranan> RELS-INT voting complete, to be merged to trunk
[10:24] <awoods> http://fedora-commons.org/jira/browse/FCREPO-394
[10:25] <awoods> http://fedora-commons.org/confluence/display/FCREPO/ANT+to+Maven2
[10:26] <bbranan> andrew: primary item to be worked is resolving dependencies and pushing them down into specific projects
[10:27] <bbranan> dan: willing to help
[10:27] <bbranan> eddie: would like to help as time is available
[10:28] <awoods> http://groups.google.com/group/fedora-ant-to-maven
[10:30] <bbranan> eddie: should ask community if others have already done some work to mavenize fedora dependencies
[10:32] <bbranan> eddie/dan: should ask Topaz group (Ronald) if their work with maven and Fedora is applicable
[10:32] <bbranan> andrew to send message to dev list
[10:39] <bbranan> http://fedora-commons.org/jira/browse/FCREPO-514
[10:39] <bbranan> andrew: will need to see if this is resolved in the next release of derby
[10:40] <bbranan> https://fedora-commons.org/jira/browse/FCREPO-515
[10:49] <bbranan> eddie: need to discuss if getDatastream should move to API-A officially
[10:53] <bbranan> dan: will be updating atlassian products (such as confluence 3.0) this week, except for JIRA
[10:55] <bbranan> dan: had to stop ingest tests, when stopped, test was up to 140 million objects on ingest tests still with flat ingest rate
[10:56] <bbranan> test was with resource index off
[10:57] <bbranan> dan: fieldsearch with large number of results tries to get full set and runs out of memory
[11:00] <bbranan> dan: islandora stack by Sun is proceeding well, hope to have it available in the next few months. this is Sun hardware with software 
installed, you pay for the hardware, Sun provides 24/7 support
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